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In factory automation, humans and robots comprise the two major work
forces. Traditionally, humans and robots have not physically collaborated
with each other during operation, in significant part because full automation
with robots was the goal. In recent years, however, it has been recognized
that there are tremendous advantages if robots are brought out of their
cages and to allow them to share work space with and to collaborate with
humans to take advantage of the best of two worlds – on one hand, the
reliable execution of tasks by robots without wear handling objects of a wide
range of sizes and weights, and on the other hand, the intelligence of
humans and their five senses-based adaptability and flexibility. For
collaboration between humans and robots to be successful, it is a
prerequisite to ensure the safety of the humans in such collaboration. At the
same time, it is important to ensure that robots collaborate with humans to
ensure the best performance possible. The safe and efficient robot
collaboration system (SERoCS) is for the next generation co-robots, which
consists of robust cognition algorithms for environment monitoring, optimal
task planning algorithms for safe human-robot collaboration, and safe
motion planning and control algorithms for safe human-robot interactions
(HRI). The proposed SERoCS will significantly expand the skill sets of the corobots and prevent or minimize occurrences of human-robot collision and
robot-robot collision during operation.
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